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Executive Siunmary 

Short of war, operational test and evaluation (or&~) is the primary 
means of predicting weapon system performance in a combat represen- 
tative environment. To replicate realistic wartime conditions, military 
personnel representative of those expected to operate a weapon system 
participate in the field testing. CYIW results are particularly critical to 
help decide whether weapon system modifications are needed before 
production to avoid costly retrofit or improvement programs after sys- 
tems are fielded. 

The Chairman of the Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs 
requested GAO to (1) summarize historical problems on the adequacy of 
or&~ reported since 1970 and (2) examine recently deployed mayor 
weapon systems and determine whether the usefulness of or&~ has been 
limited. 

1 

Background Two types of test and evaluation of weapon systems serve distinctly dif- 
ferent purposes. Developmental test and evaluation is designed to assist 
the engineering design and development process and to verify that tech- 
nical performance specifications are met. Development test and evalua- 
tion is normally accomplished or managed by the agency responsible for 
developing the weapon system. 

CWkE is designed to assess a weapon system’s operational effectiveness 
and suitability in a realistic combat environment. or&~~ is of particular 
value to decisionmakers because it is performed by organizations in each 
military service that are intended to be independent of the developing 
and using commands. 

The Department of Defense (DOD) Directive on Test and Evaluation 
states that an initial phase of or&~ should be done during the develop b 
ment of a weapon system before the decision to proceed into low-rate 
initial production-using production representative articles or proto- 
types. The Directive also states that another phase of CYNE should take 
place before the full-rate production decision. 

Public Law 98-94, enacted in 1983, established the Director of CR&E, to 
ensure that CYME policies are given proper recognition and enforcement. 
The legislation requires the Director, among other things, to report to 
the Secretary of Defense and the authorizing and appropriating commit- 
tees on the adequacy of test and evaluation results to confirm that items 
tested are effective and suitable. Also, the law requires the Director to 
prescribe the policies and procedures for the conduct of or&E in DOD. 
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Results in Brief The usefulness of or&.E in estimating a weapon system’s performance 
has been limited because of long-standing problems in test planning, test 
conduct, and the reporting of test and evaluation results. For example 

l selection of test sites have not always been representative of operating 
environments, 

l test objectives and evaluation criteria have not always been established, 
l test resources have not always been available or adequate, and 
l test reports have sometimes lacked complete, current, or accurate data. 

FwKipaJ Fwings 

I 

Decisionmakers rely on the results of cm&~ to estimate weapon perform- 
ance. Historical problems involving test planning and conduct, and 
reporting of results surfaced during the acquisition process for several 
of the deployed weapon systems GAO reviewed-which can result in the 
fielding of a weapon system with performance shortcomings affecting 
mission effectiveness that will require redesign and modification. GAO'S 
analysis was based on over 60 previously reported cases dealing with 
or&~ concerns. GAO also reviewed six recently deployed weapon systems. 

Tegt Sites Were Not A ways There were 32 historical cases where testing was unrealistic because it 
%I. y Representative of did not adequately replicate the operational environment. Most recently, 

Operational Environment GAO found that in assessing the F/A-18 aircraft’s operational suitability, 
the Navy used contractor support which limited the realism of the test 
agency’s or~ results and the evaluation of the aircraft’s effectiveness. 

Test O&ctmes and GAO identified 26 historical cases where test objectives, criteria, and 
Evaluation Criteria Were plans were incomplete, unclear, and/or absent before testing began. GAO I 

Not Al ways Clearly Defied recently found that when the Ground Launched Cruise Missile was 
undergoing operational testing, military personnel were confused on 
how to evaluate and interpret test results because evaluation criteria 
was not clearly defined. 

Test Resources Were 
Lumted or Not Availalble 

There were 27 cases where test resources were limited or not available. 
GAO recently found that the nonavailability of key subsystems, on the 
F/A-18 aircraft, such as radar warning receivers and defensive counter- 
measures equipment, precluded testing the effect this equipment would 
have on the aircraft’s survivability/vulnerability. 



Test Reports Have GAO also identified 22 cases where test reports did not always contain 
Sometimes Not Contained the most current, complete, or accurate data on the performance of 

the Most Current, Complete, maJor systems before production. GAO recently found that the Army’s 

or Accurate Data test report on theMultiple Launch Rocket System did not adequately 
describe the significance of a problem with the ammunition resupply 
trailer-namely, when canying a full load of ammunition and traveling 
at normal speeds it tipped over. 

m&E Results Are Waiting for a production prototype and operationally testing it before 
$nportant in Making 
Production Decisions 

production is frequently not done because of the lack of production rep 
resentative items especially for weapon programs that are concurrently 
developed and procured. 

GAO recognizes the need to shorten the acquisition cycle for a major pro 
gram and begin low-rate initial production without the benefit of full 
OT&E. However, or&~ results allow decisionmakers to assess whether 
there is a potential need for costly retrofitting and modifications. Thus, 
in balancing the need to make informed decisions and to shorten the pro- 
duction cycle, decisionmakers must consider the risk of advancing a 
weapon system without knowledge of whether it can meet operational 
requirements. 

4 
Recommendations GAO recommends that the Secretary of Defense improve the reporting of 

or&~ results by requiring the services’ or&~ agencies to: (1) state 
whether CYNE demonstrated that the system met operational require- 
ments, (2) discuss the operational effect of significant test limitations 
and adverse test results on system performance, and (3) clearly state 
whether the system tested is operationally effective and suitable. 

b 
Other recommendations for improving the usefulness of UI%E results are 
contained in the report. (See p. 30.) 

1 

Agency Comments DOD agreed for the most part with GAO'S recommendations. The draft of 
the GAO report proposed that the or&~ agencies should be required to 
recommend whether a system is ready for production. DOD disagreed 
that the services’ or&~ agencies should be reouired to recommend 
whether a weapon system is ready for production. Instead, DOD stated 
that the or&~ agencies should generally make a recommendation on a 
weapon system’s operational effectiveness and suitability. 



GAO agrees that the ur&E agencies should present their views on a 
weapon system’s operational effectiveness and suitability. GAO recog- 
nizes that the final decision for advancing a system to production rests 
with the Secretary of Defense; accordingly, GAO has modified its 
recommendation to recognize this point. 
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Chapter 1 

Intrdution 

At the request of the Chairman of the Senate Committee on Govern- 
mental Affairs, we summarized the conclusions and recommendations 
contained in reports we have issued since 1970 concerning the opera- 
tional test and evaluation (or&~) of major weapon systems. The 
Chairman also requested that we examine recently deployed weapon 
systems to identify operational concerns not adequately addressed 
during or&~ or not adequately addressed after problems were identified 
by CYME. 

Congressional Concern The Cmgress has consistently shown a long-standing interest in the per- 

kith Testing and 
formance of major weapon systems and the adequacy of or&~, planned, 
completed, and reported. Annual hearings on weapon systems have con- 

yeapon System tinually highlighted weapon system performance issues and the need for 

Performance better UNE. As early as 1971, the Congress passed Public Law 92-166 
requiring the Department of Defense (DOD) to provide the Congress with 
data on the or&.x results of maJor weapon systems before committing 
mwor production dollars. 

I 

DOD’s Policy on 
Acquisition and 

DOD’s policy~ on the acquisition and testing of maJor weapon systems 
emphasizes the need for early and timely testing to identify and reduce 
the acquisition risk of costly redesign and modification after 

Testing deployment. 

b’he IAcquisitIon Process Improved readiness and sustainability are primary obJectives of the 
acquisition process. To achieve these ObJectives and acquire weapon sys- 
tems that meet operational needs of the armed forces, DOD has pre- 
scribed procedures, which among other matters, require: b 

l Realistic cost estimating and budgeting, and adequate funding of 
procurements, including testing. 

l Reduction in the time it takes to acquire and deploy a weapon system. 
This includes encouraging the use of concurrency in development and 
production, combined development and operational testing, preplanned 
product improvements, and combining or omitting phases of the acquisi- 
tion process when applicable. 

*DOD Dhctlve 6000.1, M&w !3ystem Acqubition; DOD Irwtmction SOCMI.2, Mwr Syatm Acqtitkm 

Prooedure8; and DOD Dhctive 6000.3, Teat and Evaluation. 



* Delegation of authority to the lowest level at which a comprehensive 
program view exists; this includes delegating the decision to enter 
production, 

The acquisition of a major system includes three distinct milestones or 
decision points: 

. Milestone I. The decision by the Secretary of Defense approving a spe- 
cific concept to be pursued into the demonstration and validation phase. 
This decision establishes thresholds and objectives to be met and 
reviewed at the next milestone. 

. Milestone II. The decision, also by the Secretary of Defense, authorizing 
program goahead-approval to proceed with the full-scale develop 
ment phase. 

l Milestone III. At this point, the decision is made to enter production. 
This decision is made by the Secretary of Defense or may be delegated to 
the service secretary, provided thresholds established at milestone II are 
met. 

The Test and Evaluation 
Function 

DOD requires that test and evaluation begin as early as possible and con- 
tinue through the acquisition process to assess and reduce development 
risks and to estimate the operational effectiveness and suitability2 of the 
system being developed. Meaningful critical issues, test ObJectives, and 
evaluation criteria related to the mission are to be established before 
testing begins. 

, The successful accomplishment of test and evaluation objectives is a key 
requirement for committing significant additional resources or to 
advancing a system from one acquisition phase to another. 

DOD defines test and evaluation as being essentially of two different 
types-development test and evaluation @T&E) and UIWL 

Development test and evaluation is part of the engineering design and 
development process. Its purpose is to verify attainment of technical 

20peraMonal effectiveness can be defined ES the ability of a system to accanpbh ita miaaion when 
plecedinuseintheplannedoperationalenvironment.OperatianalsuitabllityisthedelpPe~whicha 
system can be placed satisfactorily in fleld use cc&&ring, among other factom, availabilit$, main- 
tatnawty, End logI& support. 
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Cluvter 1 
lntroductlon 

Importarm of Ol’&E 

performance specifications and ob#ctives. Development test and evalu- 
ation is normally performed or managed by the service activity respon- 
sible for developing the weapon system. 

or&~ is done to estimate a system’s operational effectiveness and opera- 
tional suitability in its intended environment when operated, main- 
tained, and supported by personnel having the same qualifications as 
those who would operate the system in the field. or&~ can often identify 
needed modifications and provide information on tactics, doctrine, 
organization, and personnel requirements. or&~ is performed by service 
organizations which are intended to be independent of the organizations 
responsible for system development. To be most effective, UNE requires 
a realistic operational environment, 

Ul’&E done before the low-rate initial production decision is called initial 
or&~; or&E done after production has started is called follow-on UI%E. 
DOD’S policy does not require, however, that ora separate from develop- 
ment test and evaluation be accomplished just before starting initial pro- 
duction. In fact, DOD encourages combining developmental and 
operational testing to reduce cost and acquisition time. 

CJI'&E is the primary means of assessing weapon system performance. 
UNE results are important in making key decisions in the acquisition 
process, especially the decision to proceed from full-scale development 
to production. UI%E results provide on indication on how well new sys- 
tems will work and can be invaluable in identifying ineffective or unreli- 
able systems before they are produced. 

Starting production before adequate UL%E is completed has some risks. If 
adequate UI%E is not done and the weapon system does not perform sat- 
isfactorily in the field, significant changes may be required. Moreover, b 
the changes will not be limited to a few developmental models, but may 
also be applied to items already produced and deployed. In extreme situ- 
ations, DOD also risks (1) deploying systems which cannot adequately 
perform significant portions of their missions, thus degrading our deter- 
rent/defensive capabilities and (2) endangering the safety of military 
personnel who operate and maintain the systems. 

Office of the Director In 1984, pursuant to Public Law 98-94, which was enacted on 

of CYlXzE 
September 24, 1983, DOD established, within the Office of the Secretary 
of Defense, the Office of the Director of or&~. The Director is a civilian 
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and principal advisor to the Secretary of Defense on or&~ matters. (See 
p. 17 for a description of the Director’s responsibilities.) 

In April 1986, a Director was appointed by the President and confirmed 
by the Senate. Before the establishment of the Director of or&~, the 
J&e&r, Defense Test and Evaluation (DDT&E) was responsible for 
reviewing, coordinating, and monitoring both DTM and OTBE. The 
weapon systems discussed in this report had completed a substantial 
portion of the acquisition process before the Director of or&~ was estab- 
lished. Therefore, the situation described in this report can be viewed as 
an agenda of items to be considered by the Director of or&~. 

Objectives, Scope, and Our review objectives were to (1) summarize historical problems that 

Methodology 
have been reported since 1970 on the adequacy of or&~, (2) identify 
major improvements DOD made in the area of operational testing, and (3) 
examine recently deployed weapon systems to determine whether the 

, usefulness of or&~ has been limited. 

We reviewed 60 of our reports discussing assessments of UNE in general 
or UM.E completed on selected weapons. We also reviewed other studies 
and reports-dealing with or-issued by other organizations such as 
the DOD Inspector General. (App. I lists all reports reviewed.) 

Our report includes an evaluation of six deployed mayor weapon sys- 
tems. These particular weapon systems were selected because they (1) 
were recently deployed, (2) were of congressional interest in the past, 
and (3) represented major acquisitions from all three military services. 

T&t8 1.1: Wkpon Syotama Sdected 
for Rovl8w Air Force Syatomr 

Ground Launched Cruise 
Missile (GLCM) 

EF6;s;eA,Tactical Jamming 

Army Syrtomm 
Bradley Flghtmg Vehicle 

Multiple Launch Rocket 
System (ML%) 

Navy Syatoma 
F/A-I 8 Aircraft 

AGM-SSA Hi 
Radiation R 

h Speed Anti- 
iasile (HARM) 

(A description of the weapon systems 18 contalned In spp II ) 

Before selecting the weapon systems for review, we discussed our ObJec- 
tives with officials of the Office of the Director of CYME. These officials 
provided some initial candidate weapon systems from which we made 
our final selection. We did not evaluate the need for the weapon systems 
nor the rationale for the production decisions. We did, however, review 
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cluptar 1 
lntroductlon 

the assessment of or&~ by DrrrkE-a function that is now performed by 
the Office of the Director of CYNE. 

For the selected weapon systems, we reviewed test plans to identify test 
criteria and test limitations and compared this with the test results 
reported. We also discussed test results with knowledgeable officials 
from the services’ CT&E agencies. We interviewed officials from the pro- 
gram offices and deployed units to obtain their views of operational suc- 
cesses or concerns with the deployed systems. 

We also attempted to obtain the cost to correct known shortcomings 
after deployment of the weapon systems. However, available financial 
data did not clearly distinguish between operational shortcomings and 
capability enhancement programs. Accordingly, financial data obtained 
could not be used to identify the cost of only fixing weapon system 
shortcomings. 

Our review was performed in accordance with generally accepted gov- 
ernment auditing standards. 
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Chapter 2 

Historical OT&E Concerns 

Since 1970, reports have stressed, among other things, the importance of 
effective and timely or&~, including the accurate and timely reporting of 
test results. However, problems in test planning, conducting, and 
reporting have limited CYME as an effective tool in decisionmaking. We 
analyzed 63 reports issued over the last 16 years and identified: 

Twenty-five cases where test ObJectives, criteria, and plans were incom- 
plete, unclear, and/or absent. 
Twenty-seven cases where test resources were limited or not available 
for testing. 
Thirty-two cases where testing was unrealistic because it did not ade- 
quately replicate the operational environment. 
Twenty-two cases where test reports did not always contain the most 
current, complete, or accurate data on the performance experienced by 
major weapon systems before production. Also, the operational effects 
of test limitations or results were not disclosed. 
Forty-one cases where production was approved before CNE was 
started or completed. 

These historical concerns are shown in table 2.1. 
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Tab48 2.1: HktorMl OTIE Concomo 
and Advorw Emct8 M&E Problem Area8 Adverre Effect, 

DOD & DOD & 
GAO other8 GAO othem 

A Inadequate OT&E plans, 
objectlves, and/or crltena 18 7 l . 

B Test resources have IImitations or 
not available 16 11 l . 

C Inadequate test realism 
-personnel 
-ennronment 
-equipment 22 10 l . 

D ProductIon decision made before 
OT&E started or completed 
-concurrency 
-accelerated acquisltlons 31 10 l . 

E FsM;zuate reporting of OT&E 
14 8 . . 

F Decreased effectiveness/ 
suitability . . 15 4 

G “Get Well” Program required 
-additional costs 
-deployment delays . . 11 5 

H Reported OT&E results 
Inconclusive, questionable, 
optlmlstw, or mlsleadinll . . 31 5 

Note The problem areas described above are a summation of major recurrlng OT&E concerns ldentlfled 
in the reports we reviewed (See app I ) 

An example of the adverse effect of a long-standing concern with UI%E is 
illustrated by the Army’s Sergeant York weapon program, namely that 
UI&E results were not available before the decision to begin limited pro- 
duction. The recent cancellation of the program emphasizes the adverse 
effect of a long-standing concern with ur&E-over a billion dollars was 
spent on an unproven system that ultimately had to be terminated. 

Past Recommendations Our recommendations to improve the planning, conducting, and 

NeedtoBeFully 
Implemented to 
Improve cn’&E 

reporting of m&E results have called for such efforts as: 

1. Better test planning. It was recommended that DDT&E enforce existing 
requirements for preparing and approving a weapon system Test and 
Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP)~ before milestone I (the decision to pro- 
ceed into the concept demonstration and validation phase) and subse- 
quent decision milestones. Further, it was recommended in another 

*The TEMF’ ia the primary document used to aasees the adequacy of planned teat and evaluation. It 
should describe technical and operational issues, availability of test resources, and key 6&E events 
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report that operational tests critical to determining system effectiveness 
and suitability be done before initial production decisions. 

2. Better identification of needed test resources, including key subsys- 
tems before the start of operational testing. It was recommended that 
CYNE agencies state in the initial TEMPS their ability to adequately assess 
effectiveness and suitability, given available resources, or to identify 
the operational areas that may not be adequately assessed due to the 
lack of test resources or key subsystems. 

3. More realism in testing. It was recommended that (a) personnel doing 
the test be more representative of the type and qualifications of the typ 
ical personnel who will operate and maintain the equipment when 
deployed, (b) testing be done in more representative geographic settings 
and weather conditions, and (c) equipment be used which is representa- 
tive of the threat. 

4. More comprehensive disclosure of the limitations to test results. It 
was recommended that test reports should better describe the opera- 
tional risk/effect of (a) not testing against an operational requirement, 
(b) test limitations due to lack of test resources or key subsystems, or (c) 
adverse test results. That is, the effect of incomplete/inadequa& testing 
should be clearly spelled out. The need for clear and comprehensive 
reporting of test results and operational implications is particularly 
important since test reports are the primary source of information for 
the DDT&E and the Director of or&~ in making their assessments. 

In addition to our office, others have commented on the importance of 
and need to improve operational testing. For example, in June 1986, the 
President’s Commission on Defense Management emphasized the impor- 
tance of performing operational testing early in ad~ced development 
and continuing through full-scale development, using prototype hard- 
ware. The Commission reported that the proper use of operational 
testing is critical to improving the operational performance of new 
weapons. 

_--~ 

Actions TaI 
Planned to Improve 

-1 

ken and DOD has implemented or is planning to implement many of the recom- 
mendations made over the years. Some of the more significant actions 
taken by DOD to improve overall or&~ are described in-the following - 

CJ.t’&E SfXtiOIU. 
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has assessed programs that are being considered for procurement at 
rates above low-rate initial production. 

Impediments to Useful A Nor obstacle in accomplishing sufficient CYNE to fully support the 

m&E 
production of mar weapon systems is reflected in a statement by a 
former Deputy Under Secretary of Defense: 

“Many people in the acquisition process take for granted that weapon systems will 
work M advertised and regard test and evaluation a8 a wicket to be passed rather 
than a tool in the acquisition process.” 

Factom hindering the planning, conducting, and reporting of U&W are: 

l the belief that a weapon system must go into production and be 
deployed regardless of its readiness for production (production 
imperative), 

l compressed acquisition cycles limiting the time available to perform 
planned or&~ before production, and 

l the diffusion of the responsibility for correction of deficiencies identi- 
fied during or&~. 

Pr&uction Imperative In hearings before the Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs in 
June 1933, it was stated that weapon systems create a momentum of 
their own. All too often there is an overpowering tendency to “build 
now and flx problems later” and to ensure that rigorous operational 
testing is not allowed to stand in the way of a decision to produce a 
weapon. As stated in the hearings, this tendency is the result of (1) 
many persons believing that testing of weapon systems causes unneces- 
sary delays and increases costs, (2) military and civilians within DOD 
having their names and reputations at stake, and (3) contractor and its 
personnel wanting to move forward with production because their 
profits and ~ob8 depend on it. 

Role of Ul%E in Current 
Ac&isition Environment 

DOD’S acquisition policy encourages concurrent development and produc- 
tion of nqor weapon systems. In a 1986 report? we stated that in all of 
the concurrently developed and produced weapon systems reviewed, 
DOD did not obtain or&E results critical to assessing mission performance 
before production start-up, even though DOD had initially planned to 

a~~ of Some! Major Weapon Berun With Only Limit& opentlol\pl Test and malua- 
don l?muItq (GAO-, June 19,lSea). 



have these results available before making such decisions. We recognize 
that DOD encourages the concurrent development and production of 
weapon systems because of the importance of shortening the acquisition 
cycle. 

However, DOD'S policy does not address how a shortened acquisition 
cycle can provide for planned or&~ results before production start-up. 

In our earlier report, we concluded that concurrency4 can be an effective 
technique to expedite development and production of weapon systems, 
provided the practice is well planned and controlled. This requires that 
safeguards be built into a program to minimize the risk associated with 
concurrency. At the very least, the safeguards should provide for per- 
formance of at least one separate phase of UI%E and the completion of 
any planned CYR&E before production start-up. DOD'S policy specifies that 
the degree of concurrency will be based on the savings in acquisition 
time balanced against cost, risk, and urgency of the mission need in each 
acquisition program, Weapon system programs with planned concur- 
rency should allow for special attention to u-r&~ so that performance 
risks resulting from a shortened acquisition time do not affect the 
planned deployment date. 

Diffusion of Management 
Responsibility 

Other factors hampering the conduct and usefulness of CJWE include the 
diffusion of (1) control and responsibility for test resources and (2) the 
responsibility for correction of deficiencies identified during or&E. 
Without sufficient management emphasis and accountability to ensure 
that test resources are sufficient to meet test goals and objectives and 
deficiencies identified during crr&~ are corrected before production and 
deployment, OT&E results will continue to be of limited usefulness. 

Performance shortcomings identified during Or&E are frequently not cor- 
rected before production and deployment. While it could be argued that 
the failure to correct a deficiency before production is due to an urgent 
military need to deploy a system (as in the case of GUM) or the lack of 
funds, it may, nonetheless, be due to ineffective planning to ensure that 
deficiencies are corrected before or after production. In April 1984, the 
Au Force emphasized that an improved process for correcting deficien- 
cies was needed throughout the acquisition cycle. Further, review of 
deficiencies was cited as an area needing to be mstitutionalized for 
major acquisition programs at the Secretary of the Air Force level. To 

‘IbId 
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Office of the Director of 
Ol’&E 

DOD was required by law to establish an or&~ office with civilian leader- 
ship within the Office of the Secretary of Defense. This Office was 
established in 1984. 

Among other things, the O~&E Director’s responsibilities and functions 
would include: 

l Reviewing new maJor system requirement documents, concept papers, 
test plans, and other documents for UI%E implications, including 
approval of the UI%E sections of TEIW for major defense acquisition 
Programs. 

. Examining budget submissions to determine the adequacy of ur&~ 
funding, including test facilities and equipment. 

l Analyzing the results of or&~ done for each major defense acquisition 
and reporting to the Secretary of Defense and the Committees on Armed 
Services and Appropriations on the adequacy of test and evaluation 
results to confirm that items tested are effective and suitable for combat 
before a decision is made to proceed beyond low-rate initial production. 

Independent Operational 
Test Agencies 

Another recommendation essentially suggested that or&~ be accom- 
plished by independent organizations reporting directly to the chiefs of 
staff, service secretaries, or both. 

In February 1971, the Deputy Secretary of Defense directed the military 
departments to designate field commands, independent of the weapon 
system developers, to be responsible for or&~. This direction was imple- 
mented and, since then, or&~ on maJor systems has generally been done 
by the Army’s Operational Test and Evaluation Agency (CYIU), the 
Navy’s Operational Test and Evaluation Force, the Air Force’s Opera- 
tional Test and Evaluation Center, and the Marine Corps’ Operational b 
Test and Evaluation Activity. These testing agencies are independent of 
the acquisition/development command, as well as the using command, 
and report directly to their chiefs of staff. 

Historically, the services’ test agencies report on a weapon system’s 
operational performance capabilities before major decisions are made to 
proceed with the full production of the weapon program. 

6OD Emphasis on U’F.&E Another very pertinent but somewhat general recommendation pertains 
to the Secretary of Defense’s communication to the military departments 
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concerning the importance assigned to accomplishing of productive, 
objective, and timely or&~. 

Starting in 1970, the Secretary of Defense had emphasized the impor- 
tance of adequate ur&.x in various policies and practices to improve the 
acquisition of weapon systems. Among other matters, these directives 
required (1) the Defense Systems Acquisition Review Council to for- 
mally review the progress of weapon systems at three predetermined 
milestone points, including milestone III, when the first major produc- 
tion decision is to be made and (2) that an initial phase of operational 
testing be accomplished for all new weapon systems before the first pro- 
duction decision. Although there have been several later changes and 
revised directives to the acquisition policies~ the thrust of DOD’S policy 

on ur~ has remained the same. Specifically, the current policy requires 
that (1) before a production decision is made, adequate test and evalua- 
tion is to be done to provide a valid estimate of a system’s operational 
effectiveness and suitability and (2) items to be tested adequately repre- 
sent the expected production items to ensure that a valid assessment can 
be made of the system expected to be produced. 

DOD has recently revised its directive governing test and evaluation to 
help strengthen ora. The current directive contains subtle but impor- 
tant changes which should, if properly implemented, improve the use- 
fulness of UME. For example, DOD’S earlier policy merely required that 
ur&x provide a valid estimate of a system’s operational effectiveness. 
The current directive requires crr~ to estimate a system’s effectiveness 
and suitability to determine whether it meets required operational 
thresholds. Further, the current directive (1) requires that a critical 
analysis of test resource shortfalls and plans to correct the limitations 
be addressed in TEMPS and (2) sets out the roles and responsibilities of 
the Office of the Director of ori%& b 

Another indicator of the importance being given by DOD to operational 
testing is contained in the Secretary of Defense’s fii year 1986 
Annual Report to the Congress, In this report, the Secretary of Defense 
said the Office of the Director of ur&x has reviewed the adequacy of test 
plans on eight major programs before starting operational testing, and 

2For example, the production de&ion on mr syutem acqubitione, wN& formerly wae reserved for 
the~ofDefeMe,Lsnowoiten&~tothelowestlevelofthemilltary&~tpt 
wNch a compre.henelve view of the program rests, pW the Office of the Secretery of Defense 
threahol&eatabuehedat~ Uaremet.(hrJune3,1986,theJointReguirementsPndMaruse 
ment Board was e8tabUaM to repke the four Defenee Systeme AquMtion Review Gnmcll. Ita 
responeibilitka, among other thin@ are to reamnmd fuhcale development and high-rate produe 
tlon for maJor programs. 
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ensure the new system works, the Air Force recommended increased 
emphasis on discipline and consistency in deficiency tracking and 
reporting. 

Agency Comments and DOD agrees that long-standing CTl’&E problems have limited the quality 

Our Evaluation 
and usefulness of m&E results to decisionmakers. The military services 
and the Director of UK&E have initiated a number of efforts to improve 
operational testing. The Air Force is instituting the “Baseline Correla- 
tion Matrix” that aligns requirements, specifications, and test criteria to 
improve test planning. The Army has established its “Continuous Com- 
prehensive Evaluation” program to assess a weapon system’s opera- 
tional effectiveness and suitability throughout the acquisition process. 
The Navy promulgated new instructions setting forth requirements 
designed to improve the realism of m&E. 

DOD also agreed that there are three primary factors that hinder UL%E 
and stated that these problems are being addressed under recent initia- 
tives by the Office of the Secretary of Defense and the military services. 
For example, DOD stated its newly revised Directive on “Test and Evalu- 
ation” emphasizes: (1) early UI%E involvement, (2) the requirement for 
m&E before production decisions, and (3) long-range test resource 
planning. 
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Test realism is a critical factor in the performance of W&E and in the 
quality of test results achieved. If a test that is supposed to replicate the 
operational environment lacks realism-for example, varying weather 
and terrain conditions, sufficient quantity or quality of test resources, 
and so forth-the test results may be invalid and decisionmakers may 
be deprived of important data needed to assess weapon system 
performance. 

In the six weapon systems we examined,’ we found that the usefulness 
of (X&E in estimating a weapon system’s performance has been limited 
and continues to reflect the long-standing problems in test planning, test 
conduct, and the reporting of test and evaluation results. For example, 

. test sites were not representative of operational environments, 
l test objectives and evaluation criteria were not clearly defined, and 
. test resources were either not available or not fully representative of 

threats to be encountered. 

We recognize that operational testing cannot always be done in an envi- 
ronment that totally represents all operational conditions. For example, 
it is not practical or possible to use aircraft and missiles as targets that 
totally represent potential adversaries. Nevertheless, operational testing 
1s important m the weapon systems acquisition process, and if properly 
planned, conducted, and reported, it can be crucial to identifying risk 
before a weapon system is produced and deployed. 

In the following sections, we highlight the historical U’ME concerns and 
relate them to testing done on the selected weapon systems, and how 
they have impaired the operational effectiveness and suitability of the 
systems reviewed. 

l 

‘Thr weapon syntcms included in this review began to bc deployed in law lW3. The Dlrcctor of UT&E 
was appointal in April 198)(16 Thercfom, the situation dc~ribcd in this chapter did not occur under 
the auspice of the new Director The aiturtion dcscribcd in th$ chapter can be vi~wcd IIS H furtlra 
cxpunsion of thr historirol pc‘rspcutivr not.& in chapkr 2 but can HISO bc vicw& as an agenda of 
lkmn to bc rcvirwcd by the Dircctol 
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Maintenance Practices Lack of realism can be a severe shortcoming in the conduct of or&x As a 

Not F’ully 
result of this test limitation, OT&E cannot fully identify operational prob- 
lems that will be encountered once weapons are fielded and exposed to 

Representative of 
Operational 
Environment 

their actual operational environment. 

F/A-18 Aircraft In assessing the F/A-18’s operational suitability, the Navy used con- 
tractor support which hindered the realism of the test agency’s Ul%E 

results. 

Using contractor support for the F/A-18, maintenance and logistic sup- 
port was a test limitation in assessing its operational suitability. The 
contractor used equipment, procedures, transportation, stocking, and 
response systems not fully representative of fleet level maintenance and 
supply responsiveness. These maintenance and support limitations pre- 
cluded a full evaluation of F/A-18 availability and limited the evalua- 
tion of logistic supportability to merely an assessment of trends. 

More than 2 years after the activation of the three Marine F/A-18 
squadrons, contractor support for maintaining the system is still being 
used extensively by Navy and Marme field units. Field officials said the 
need for contractor support has resulted from inadequate in-house capa- 
bility which was attributed primarily to delivery delays of automatic 
test equipment and associated test program sets. One of the recommen- 
dations made in the m&E report was to expedite the development of 
automatic equipment to allow speedy repair of avionics. 

. 
Intermediate maintenance is normally a base level responsibility and is 
done by designated activities in direct support of user organizations. 
Assigned work includes calibrating, repairing, or replacing damaged or 
unserviceable parts, components, or assemblies; modifying material; and 
providing technical assistance to user organizations. 

As of October 1986, field units at the Navy and Marine Corps Air Sta- 
tions were without adequate in-house repair capability, which degraded 
the mission readiness of the F/A-18. To minimize this potential opera- 
tional effect, contractor operated avionics repair facilities were estab- 
lished at the Naval Air Stations at Lemoore, California, and Cecil Field, 
Florida. Another adverse effect of the limitations in assessing F/A-18 
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logistic support is that the inadequate in-house capability has resulted 
in increased spare parts usage. 

In commenting on our draft report, DOD stated that the lack of mainte- 
nance support did indeed limit the operational evaluation of the F/A-18. 
DOD stated that it was not financially feasible to have a complete mainte- 
nance organization in place to support testing. Furthermore, DOD noted 
that the F/A-18 composite fleet squadron operational readiness exceeds 
established goals. 

Clearer Test Objectives The DOD policy on test and evaluation requires that 

zhd Criteria Are l meaningful critical issues, test objectives, and mission related evaluation 
Needed criteria need to be established before tests begin and 

. dependence on subjective judgment concerning system performance be 
minimized during testing. 

Examples which illustrate these problems are presented below. 

GLCM Misunderstandings on the meaning of requirements and criteria have 
been common among users, developers, and testers. These misunder- 
standings are due, in part, to the lack of specificity and requirements 
and, in part, to the different perspectives and understandings of the 
users, developers, and testers. As a result, test personnel and deci- 
sionmakers have been confused in the evaluation and interpretation of 
test results. 

The Air Force Operational Test and Evaluation Center has done a study 
to determine how to provide better linkage between user needs, require- b 
ments, specifications, and test objectives, as well as to provide a 
common base for terms, definitions, and assessment methodologies and 
criteria. This study showed that for GLCM, every major document such as 
the required operational capability, program management directive, and 
the TEMP required changes to achieve a common understanding. This 
study resulted in a process called the baseline correlation matrix, which 
compares the requirements, specifications, and test criteria to ensure 
these factors correlate and that a common understanding exists among 
users, developers, and testers. 
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F/A-18 The need for clearer criteria was cited by the Chief of Naval Operations 
in the fiscal year 1986 military posture and budget statement to the 
Congress. In this statement, the Chief of Naval Operations said that too 
frequently operational requirements and performance thresholds crit- 
ical in doing test and evaluation are poorly defined and need improve- 
ment. Without clear objectives and criteria for evaluating mission 
capabilities, weapon systems may not be adequately tested or assessed. 
For example, criteria to evaluate the operational range of the F/A-l8 in 
the attack configuration were not established before the start of UWE. 

Specifically, the Navy’s “requirements people” did not establish stan- 
dards for combat radius (operational range). The Navy’s evaluation pro- 
cess would have gone considerably more smoothly if clear operational 
thresholds had been specified before starting UNZE. 

In a 1983 report on the operational evaluation of the F/A-18 weapon 
system, the Navy’s Operational Test and Evaluation Force stated that 
the lack of specificity in defining operational thresholds affected the 
Navy’s ability to evaluate the test results. Due to the lack of test criteria, 
information of this nature, normally available before production and 
deployment, was not available to decisionmakers. 

In commenting on our draft report, DOD stated that it had issued instruc- 
tions clarifying the performance thresholds to use in determining opera- 
tional performance. 

Lack of Test Resources Test and evaluation policy requires that to the extent permitted by 
available resources and the need for realistic test environments, appro- 
priate test instrumentation be used to provide quantitative data for 
system evaluation. The policy also requires the items to be sufficiently 
representative of the expected production items to ensure that valid b 
assessments can be made of systems expected to be produced. 

F/A-l8 In performing ur&~ to determine the operational effectiveness and suita- 
bility of the Navy’s F/A-18 aircraft and its readiness for full fleet intro- 
duction, there were a number of significant test limitations pertaining to 
the availability of test resources which precluded a complete evaluation 
of the system. For example, the lack of clearance to fly and test certain 
items, and the nonavailability of key subsystems, such as radar warning 
receivers and defensive electronic countermeasures equipment, pre- 
cluded testing the effect this equipment would have on the aircraft’s 
survivability/vulnerability. Officials involved with the introduction of 
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the F/A-18 into Marine Corps air operations said the electronic warfare 
equipment is extremely important to the aircraft survivability and mis- 
sion capability. Without this equipment, the F/A-18 cannot be deployed 
effectively. 

Problems Surfaced Our review of test reports on the deployed systems identified cases 

During CU’&E Were Not 
where the operational effects of adverse test results were not clearly 
communicated to decisionmakers. Further, DDT&E assessments of o-r&~ 

Adequately Reported results did not always adequately present to decisionmakers, at critical 

to Decisionmakers milestones, system deficiencies and their operational effects. 

The DOD policy requires that each service’s operational test agency 
report directly to the military service chief: 

l the results of its independent evaluation of a weapon system and 
. the issues which have an adverse effect on the accomplishment of ade- 

quate ur&E. 

Specific guidance on preparing test reports is included in the operating 
instructions of the service’s test agencies and DDT&E. For example, 
instructions of the Navy or&~ agency for reporting test results state the 
writer should assume the report recipient has only general familiarity 
with the warfare area being discussed. With this assumption, “jargon” 
and the use of too many acronyms is to be avoided. Also, the instruction 
states that limitations are to be expressed so their significance is readily 
understood. Similarly, DLYTB~E reporting instructions state that its assess- 
ments of m&E should, among other matters, discuss the effect of insuffi- 
cient or unavailable test resources, and the effect of system thresholds 
not achieved-a function that is now performed by the Office of the b 
Director of ur&~. 

These policies require that report presentation be clear and in sufficient 
detail to help the reader understand, and include an assessment of sig- 
nificant test limitations and results which may adversely affect the 
operational capabilities of weapon systems. Comments from our report’ 
on the Army’s weapon system testing underscore the need for clarity 
and comprehensive reporting, noting that most Army decisionmakers 
expressed dissatisfaction with the reporting and scope of the evalua- 
tions. Many decisionmakers believed that information presented was 
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fragmented, sometimes contradictory, and usually not complete or con- 
vincing. The decisionmakers said they need a more thorough interpreta- 
tion or evaluation of test results. Without comprehensive reporting of 
test results, the decisionmakers have had to rely extensively on data 
provided by system project managers and other system advocates. In 
responding to our report, DOD agreed that better and more thorough 
reporting was needed. 

Examples which illustrate these problems are presented below. 

MI&S 

I 

Logistic supportability, particularly ammunition resupply, was a critical 
issue in assessing MLRS operational effectiveness and suitability. WEA’s 
test report stated that the trailer did not perform satisfactorily and that 
it was incapable of operating on unimproved roads when carrying a full 
load of ammunition. m’s test report did not adequately describe the 
significance or effect of the problem with the ammunition resupply 
trailer-namely that it tipped over when carrying a full load of MIAS 

rocket pods at normal speeds. OTEA did not address this situation as an 
area of concern until after the weapon system was fielded. 

MLRS units are unable to maintain the required amount of ammunition 
because the resupply vehicle, the heavy expanded mobility ammunition 
trailer, tips over when carrying the required load of four rocket launch 
pod containers. As an interim solution to the problem, the Army 
imposed an operational restriction allowing only half loads to be carried, 
hence reducing the overall MLRS ammunition resupply capability 60 per- 
cent below the design and operational requirement. 

In 1986, the Army decided to suspend purchase of the trailer, creating a 
shortfall for support of future units. Army officials told us that there . 
will be a gap in fielding units with trailers while awaiting the develop- 
ment, production, and delivery of a new trailer. 

Brhdley Fighting Vehicle In December 1979, when the decision was made to begin full-scale pro- 
duction of the Bradley Fighting Vehicle, the limited test results indicated 
the vehicle’s armor did not meet the ballistic protection requirements 
and therefore, was vulnerable to hostile fire. This information was not 
reported to key decisionmakers. Even though the system has been 
deployed, the vehicle’s vulnerability is still a maor concern as demon- 
strated by recent test results. 
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Bradley’s Night Sight 

In February 1980,:’ we issued a report expressing concern about the vul- 
nerability of the Bradley. We stated that the Army expected the Bradley 
to move more rapidly in a hostile environment with better armor and 
greater firepower than was available in the then current Ml 13 weapon 
system. Our report emphasized that one of the intended advantages of 
the Bradley over the Ml 13 was that it was to have greater survivability 
on the battlefield because of its supposedly superior armor protection. 

We also stated that initial operational testing showed the armor to be 
“somewhat under the Army’s stated ballistic protection requirements.” 
We also pointed out that testing of the vehicle’s armor had been very 
limited, and therefore, the test results were far from being conclusive- 
raising concern about the vehicle’s vulnerability. 

Over 6 years after production began on the Bradley, its vulnerability is 
still a concern to the Army. The system is undergoing vulnerability 
testing at an Army test facility. Testing was not completed until June 
1986. However, we reported in February 1986” that in evaluating the 
results of the phase I tests, it should be recognized that (1) certain shots, 
which could have caused severe damage to the vehicle and crew, were 
avoided, (2) some of the most currant threat simulators were not used, 
and (3) the infantry version, which is more susceptible to greater num- 
bers of casualties, was not tested. 

DOD noted that the Bradley vulnerability testing is a developmental test 
issue and not under the purview of OTFX Notwithstanding the nature of 
this testing, the Bradley has been in production since 1979 and its vul- 
nerability continues to be a major operational concern. Therefore, CYEA 
should continue to monitor the testing of Bradley and should include a 
discussion of Bradley’s vulnerability in its continuing assessment 
reports on the Bradley. 

Information provided to the Congress and key DOD decisionmakers did 
not disclose that the Bradley’s ability to fight was degraded because of 
the ineffectiveness of its night sight. Using organization officials said 
the Bradley has not been effective in night operations because of prob- 
lems with the integrated sight unit subsystem which was designed to 

3Cmcerns About the Army’s Infantry Fighting Vehicle (GAO/PSAD-80-27, Feb 6,1B80) 

4Concems about the Amy’s Vulnerability- (GAO/NSIAD-86-67, Feb 14, lBB6) 
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provide a capability to operate at night or in adverse weather for contin- 
uous combat operations. In December 1979, before the beginning of full- 
scale production decision, UI’EA reported that the Bradley was not “suit- 
able for issuance” unless the problems with the integrated sight unit 
(i.e., picture degradation and image flutter) were corrected and correc- 
tions verified. However, in 1980 when the full-scale production was 
made, the information provided to key decisionmakers did not indicate 
that the system would be seriously degraded because of the ineffective- 
ness of the night sight. 

The Bradley’s predecessor system, the Ml 13, also had limited night 
operation capability. This operational shortcoming with the Ml 13 was 
used by the Army to justify the need for the Bradley. The Army stated 
that the Ml 13 had limited night operation capability 

“whereas the enemy threat vehicles and combined arms teams do. Due to the pro- 
pensity of the enemy to operate at night, it is necessary that the [Bradley) have the 
capability for full operation at night ” 

As part of the decisionmaking process, DDTB~E provided a system assess- 
ment to DOD decisionmakers. However, DDT&E'S 1980 assessment of the 
Bradley did not address the significance of the problem associated with 
the integrated sight unit. The assessment merely stated that during 
CJIXA’S testing “most all maintenance on the integrated sight [unit], the 
most complex equipment in the vehicle, was done by the contractor.” 

A modification program has been instituted to improve the integrated 
sight unit. In 1983, several years after full-scale production began, DOD 
noted that CX’EA identified a problem with the Bradley’s night sight. DOD 
noted that the Bradley’s night sight was caused by “out-of-tolerance- 
input voltages” from the power control unit. Improved power control 
units were recently introduced on production models. DOD stated that b 
fielded systems demonstrate acceptable effectiveness. However, several 
of the fielded unit officials continued to express concern about the sight 
unit’s effectiveness during our field visits. 

F/k-l& EF-11 lA, and 
HARM 

We also found that DDT&E did not identify the operational effect of 
adverse test results on the F/A-18 and EF-11 1A aircraft and the IIAHM 
missile. DDTB~E'S system assessments, while reporting system shortcom- 
ings and deficiencies, did not explain or quantitatively identify the 
potential adverse operational impact of reported deficiencies. We noted, 
however, that their operating instruction requires DDT&E to provide a 
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detailed discussion of (JTBtE results and the effect of insufficient or 
unavailable test resources. 

Conclusions DOD’S operational test policy calls for realism and it should continue to 
strive for that goal to help minimize acquisition risks and to increase the 
likelihood that weapon systems will work as intended when deployed. 
DOD can accomplish this by (1) requiring the establishment of adequate 
test objectives and evaluation criteria, (2) making representative test 
resources available, and (3) using test scenarios representative of geo- 
graphic and weather environments. Where such circumstances cannot 
be prevented or controlled, information about their potential effects on 
operational testing needs to be highlighted for decisionmakers. 

DOD decisionmakers rely on the results of m&E to estimate weapon per- 
formance, but in several of the weapon systems we reviewed, problems 
surfaced during Ul%E that were not adequately reported to them. We 
believe that increased emphasis should be placed in ensuring that (1) 
test reports contain current, complete, and accurate data and (2) poten- 
tial operational effects of test limitations be fully disclosed. 

Historical problems involving test planning and conduct surfaced during 
the acquisition process for several of the deployed weapon systems we 
reviewed-which can result in the fielding of a weapon system with 
performance shortcomings affecting mission effectiveness that will 
require redesign and modification. 

Recommendations We recommend that the Secretary of Defense enforce the requirement 

,,/’ that operational testing: 

I” f 
I l Be done in as operationally realistic an environment as possible. 

. 
\ 

Not be performed unless there are clearly stated test objectives and 
criteria. 

We also recommend that the Secretary of Defense improve the useful- 
ness of CT&E results by the services’ UIXE agencies by requiring the agen- 
cies to 

,’ 
(/y l state whether or&~ demonstrated that the system met operational 

requirements, 
l I\ discuss the operational effect of significant test limitations and adverse 

test results on system performance, and 
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/ l clearly state whether a system is operationally suitable and effective. 

Agency Comments and DOD agreed that the Secretary of Defense should enforce the requirement 

Our Evaluation 
that operational testing be done in as realistic combat environment as 
possible. DOD stated that the Director of UI%E, working with the military 
services and the Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for Research and 
Engineering (Test and Evaluation), is pursuing a number of initiatives to 
enhance realism. 

DOD concurred with our recommendation that the Secretary of Defense 
enforce the requirement that operational testing not be performed 
unless test objectives and criteria are clearly stated. It noted that sev- 
eral actions were being taken and cited that the new TEMP Guidelines 
manual, which is planned to be published during fiscal year 1987, sets 
forth requirements for test objectives and criteria. 

The draft of our report proposed that the ur&~ agencies should be 
required to recommend whether a system is ready for production. DOD 

disagreed that the Secretary of Defense should require the crr&~ agencies 
to recommend whether systems are ready for production. DOD stated 
that the military services m&E agencies should generally make a recom- 
mendation on a weapon system’s operational effectiveness and suita- 
bility. We recognize that the final decision for advancing a system to 
production rests with the Secretary of Defense, and have modified our 
recommendation accordingly to recognize this point. 
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The usefulness of or&~ in estimating the performance of a weapon 
system before the start of low-rate initial production may often not be 
fully realized. Continual trade-offs are made between the extent of oper- 
ational testing to be performed to identify potential operational short- 
comings versus the delays that may occur in fielding a system. In a 
recent attempt to improve the usefulness of UME in the acquisition of 
maJor weapon systems, DOD created the Office of the Director of CYI%E in 
1984, pursuant to Public Law 98-94. 

The Director’s most recent annual report to the Congress states that it 
had a significant positive effect on the acquisition process. Specific 
accomplishments identified by the Director included: 

l Reviewing the military services’ test and evaluation master plans to 
ensure that operational test concerns are incorporated early in the life 
of all new programs. 

l Doing an ongoing detailed survey of test resources and capabilities. 

We have not determined whether the Director’s actions to ensure early 
planning for CYME, as well as recognizing a problem associated with the 
lack of test resources, will be successful in eliminating the long-standing 
problems described elsewhere in this report. Several members of the 
Congress recently requested us to evaluate the effectiveness of the 
Office of the Director of OT’&E. 

Waiting for a production representative item and operationally testing it 
just before production is frequently not done because of the lack of pro- 
duction representative items, especially for highly concurrent programs. 
It has been alleged that doing an operational test on production repre- 
sentative items (i.e., prototypes) will exclude new technology and 
extend the acquisition process-and may ultimately result in what the 
Director calls “government-certified antiques.” b 

We recognize, as stated in our 1986 report,’ that there may be instances 
where there is a need to begin initial production without the benefit of 
CYI%E. However, when CJr&E is done before initial production, information 
is available on potential shortcomings that would not be forseen through 
developmental testing. Further, OI%E results permit decisionmakers to 
assess whether potentially costly modifications are needed. In some 

~Production of Some Mqjor Weapon Systems Began With Only Limited Operational Test and Evalua- 
tion Result#GA0/NSIAD-S66, June lO,lOS6) 
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cases, conducting timely and effective CT&E can lead to program cancel- 
lations. Thus, in balancing the need to make informed decisions and to 
shorten the acquisition cycle, decisionmakers must consider if the 1J.S. 
government should incur significant production expenditures without 
knowledge of whether a weapon system can effectively perform its 
mission. 

The President’s Blue Ribbon Commission on Defense Management has 
also emphasized the value of developing and using more prototype hard- 
ware and testing it under operational conditions before final design 
approval or authorization for production. 

We plan to develop this issue during our current review of the effective- 
ness of the Office of the Director of Or&E to determine the extent to 
which a phase of m&E before the start of low-rate initial production is 
being planned. 
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Review of Selected Reports Issued Since 1970 
Dealing With oT&E 

Problem Arorr 
our Ropwtr Dl8cuared in RepoW - --- 
Generic 
Adverse Effects of Lar 
(B-163058, Nov 19, 19 9 

e-scale Productron of Major Weapons Before Completion of Development and Testrng B,D,E,F,G 
0) ---- 

The Importance of Testrng and Evaluatron tn the Acqursrtron Process for Major Weapon Systems (B-163058, A,C,D,E,F,G,H 
Aug 7,1972) 
Revrew of Testrng and Evaluahon Polrcres and Procedures (B-163058, Apr 18, 1974) E 
Review of the Adequacy of Department of Defense Test Resources (GAO/PSAD-75184, Apr 30,1975) 
Effectrveness of Testrno of Selected fvlator Weapon Svstems (GAOIPSAD-75-74. June 4. 1975) 
Navv OperatIonal Test and EvaluatroniA Valuable Tool Not Fullv Utilized (GAO;PSAD-78-77. Mar 29, 1978) 

B,C,D,H 
A.B.C.D.E.H 
B:C:D:F;G:H 

Operational Testing of As Force Systems Requires Several Improvements (GAO/PSAD-78-102, June 2, 1978) A,B,C,D,H 
Department of Defense’s Conduct of Operational Test and Evaluation (OT&E) of Foreign Built Weapon A,D,F,G 
Svrtems (B-163058, GAO/PSAD-78-131, Julv 25. 1978) 
Practices and Procedures for Follow-On 0 

k 
rational Testrn 

Mrlltary Services (B-163659, GAOIPSAD-7 -1,Oct 19, 197 8 
and Evaluation of Weapon Systems by the ADA-I 

) 
Armv Operatronal Test and Evaluation Needs Improvements (GAO/C-PSAD-80-2, Nov 13,1979) A.B.C.D,E,F.H 
EffBCtlVene88 of U S Forces Can Be Increased Through Improved Weapon System Design (GAO/PSAD-81-17, C,F 
Jaa 29,198l) 
Be ter Planning and Management of Threat Simulators and Aerial Targets Is Crucral to Effectrve Weapon 
Systems Performance (GAO/MASAD-83-27, June 23,1983) 
How Well Do the Military Services Perform Jointly s-r Combat? DOD’s Joint Test-and-Evaluation Program 
Provides Few Credible Answers (GAO/PEMD-84-3. Feb 22. 1984) 
The Arm Needs More Comprehensrve Evaluatrons to Make Effective Use of Its Weapon System Testing 
(GAO/N&AD84-40, Feb 24,1984) 

A,B,C,D,F,G,H 

A,C,E,H 

A,C,E,G,H 

Production of Some Major Wea 
(GAO/NSIAD-85-68, June 19,1 !it% 

n Systems Began Wrth Only Limited Operational Test and Evaluation Results B,C,D,F,G 
) 

lndhrldurl weapon oy$tomr 
Need for Additional Test and Evaluation on the Maror Caliber Lrahtweraht Gun (GAO/PSAD-77-4, Nov 5, 1976) B.D,E,H 
Ml Tank’s Reliability Is Still Uncertain (GAO/PSAD-8@20, Jan 29, 1980) C,D,H 
The Joint Tactical Information Distnbuhon System-How Important Is It? (GAO/PSAD-80-22, Jan 30, 1980) B,C,H 
Inherent Risk in the Arm 

;1 
‘8 Acquisition Strateg Demands Particular Caution in Evaluating the Division Air 

r 
A,H 

Defense Gun Svstem’s reduction Readiness GAO/C-PSAD-60-9, Jan 31,198O) 
Concerns About the Army’s Infantry Fighting Vehicle Program (B-196877, GAO/PSAD-80-27. Feb 5, 1980) C,H 
Status of the CAPTOR Mine Warfare Program (GAO/C-PSAD-80-11, Feb 11, 1960) AH 
F/A-l8 Naval Strike Fighter Its Effectiveness Is Uncertam (GAO/PSAD-80-24, Feb 14, 1980) BD,F 
Current Difficulties in Effective1 Deplo in Multiple Launch Rocket System Render Program’s Concurrency 
Questionable (GAO/C-PSAD&‘O, Feg &, 1980) 
Cruise Mrssrles Status and Issues as Thev Near Productron (GAO/C-PSAD-80-19, Feb 28. 1980) 
Fuiure Procurements of Army’s Co perhead Projectile Should Be Contingent on Improvements rn 
PeHormance and Reliabrltty (GAO/g-PSAD-81-4, Nov 13, 1980) 
euxes for lmprovtng Management of the Navy’s AEGIS Cruiser Program (GAO/C-MASAD- -8, 
Feb 19,198l) 

A,H 

B,C.D,H 
DS 

E,F 
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Our Report8 
Progress and Problems of the Advanced Medium Range Arr-To-Arr MIS& Program (GAO/C-MASADdl-6, 
Feb 23,1981) 
Revrew of the High Speed Anti-Radratron Mrssile (HARM) Program (GAO/C-MASAD81-7, Feb 28, 1981) 
Some Land Attack Cruise Mrsarles Acqursrtion Programs Need to Be Slowed Down (GAO/C-MASAD-81-9, 
Feb. 28,198l) 

Problem Area8 
Diocuwed in Reports’ 
AH 

D,H 
A,B,C,D,E,H 

Most Cntrcal Testing Still Lies Ahead for Mrssiles in Theater Nuclear Modernrzatron (GAO/MASAD-81-15, 
Mar 2, 1981) 

QH 

;h&rmy’s Advanced Attack Hellcopter Is Not Ready for Production (B-291273, GAO/MASAD-82-8, Dee 1, B,C,D,H 

Na 
7 

‘8 F/A-18 Expected to be an Effective Performer but Problems Still Face the Program (GAO/MASAD-82- C 
20, eb 26,1962) 
Air Launched Cruise Missile Shows Promise but Problems Could Result in Operational Limitations (GAO/C- C,DJ=,G 
MASAD-82-13, Feb 26, 1982) 
Defehse Plans to Deploy Some Cruise Missiles Before They Are Ready (GAO/C-MASAD-82-15, Feb 26, 1982) B,C,F,G 
The Navy’s Landrn Craft Air Cushion-Uncertainty Over How It Will Be Used With Amphibious Forces 
(GAO/C-MASAD88-9, Feb 26,1982) 

AH 

Test and Evaluations Still in Pr 
“f 

ress Should Indicate Drvrsron Air Defense Gun’s Potential Effectiveness 
[GAO/C-MASAD-82-7, Feb 26. 982) 

AH 

Progr& of the Light Armored Vehicle Program Should Be Closely Monitored (B-208521, GAO/MASAD-82-41, D,H 
Aug 10,1982) 
Results of Productron Testing Should Be Considered Before Increasing Patriot’s Production (GAO/C-MASAD- D,E,F,G 
63-7., Jan 26.1983) 
The Arm ‘8 AH-64 Helicopter and Hellfire Missile Retain Risks as They Enter Production (GAO/C-MASAD-83- 
9, Jab 2& 1983 

B,H 

The Army Should Confirm Sergeant York Air Defense Gun’s Reliabrlit and Marntarnabrlrty Before Exercrsrng A,H 
Next Production Option, Radar System Should Be Reevaluated (GA 8 /C-MASAD-83-14, Mar 15,1983) 
Ttat&s of the CG47 Cruiser and DDG-51 Destroyer Shipbuilding Programs (GAO/C-MASAD-83-1 1, Feb 22, C 

Acq&%nof the Over-The-Horizon Backscatter Radar System Should Be Reevaluated(GAO/C-MASAD-83- D,H 
14, Mar 15,1983) 
The B-l Bomber Program-A New Start (B-206613, GAO/MASAD-83-21, Apr 13,1983) 
Air Force and Naw Trainer Aircraft Acaursrtron Proarams (GAOIMASAD-83-22. Julv 5. 1983) 

A,C,D 
D.H 

Department of the Army’s Corn titrve Test and Evaluation of Alternative Light Antiarmor Weapons (B-213544, E 
GAO/NSIAD-84-57, Feb 14,1 & 
Results of Forthcomrn Critical Tests Are Needed to Confirm Army Remotely Piloted Vehrcle’s Readiness for D,E 
Production (GAO/NSI 61 D-84-72, Apr 4, 1984) -~ 
Status of the Peacekeeper (MX) Weapon System (GAO/NSIAD-64-112, May 9,1984) W 
Arm ‘s Decision to Be in Production of the High Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicle Was Premature 
(GA&lNSIAD-84-136, .!ne 12,1984) 

DES= 

Army Has the Opportunity to Recompete DAS3 Purchases and Improve Automated Battlefield Support 
(B-21 6005 GAO/lMTEC-8420. Scot 28.1984) 

D,G 

Evaluatron of Armv’s Mobile Subscriber Eaurpment Prooram (GAO/NSIAD-85-117, July 16, 1965) D 

DOD and other nporta 
Report to the President and the Secretary of Defense on the Department of Defense by the Blue Rrbbon 
Defense Panel, 1970 

A,B,C,D,E 
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Problem Arom 
our Roporb Db8uawd In RoporW 
Test and Evaluation Consideration6 for the Naval Air Systems Command Program Manager, Kimble, Chartes 
Donald, Commander, USN. D!3MCb Fort Belvorr, Va., Mav 1975 

A,C,D,E,QtH 

Testabilrt ~n8ideratiOnS for the Conceptual and Early Validatron Phases of a Missile Weapon System, Smith, B,C,F,G,H 
Rrchard 2 lark, DSMC, Fort Belvow, Va., 1975 
The Na 
USN, D 7 

Test and Evaluation Process n Major Systems Acquisition, Horvik, Thomas Harry, Lt. Commander, A,B,C,D,E,G 
MC, Fort Belvoir, Va., 1976 

Logistical Ambushes in Operational Testing, Lytle, Wrlliam L., LTC , USA, DSMC, Fort Belvoir, Va., 1977 BS,G 
Fielding Army Weapon Systems. Experiences and Lessons Learned, Lrncoln, James B., LTC , USA, Industrial B,C,D,E,G,H 
Cblleae of the Armed Forces, 1960 
Lessons Learned Multiple Launch Rocket System, Murrow, Garcia E , et al , DSMC, and Information B,C,D 
Spectrum, Inc., Fort Belvoir, Va , 1969 
Report on the Revcew of DOD S 
General, No 81-190, May 29, 1 d 

stems Independent Test and Evaluatron Program - Navy (U), by the Inspector B,C,D,E 
1 

S’ 
% 

;teg ;ngpendent Test and Evaluation Program - Air Force (U), by the Inspector General, No 6S4X31, A,B,C,D,E,H 
. 6 

gyn&Learned Advanced Attack Helicopter, Department of Research and Information, DSMC, Ft. Belvoir, A,B,DS 

M&S: A Case Study of Manpower Personnel and Training Requirements Determination, O’Conner, F E., et. 
al , Information Spectrum, Inc , Arlington, Va , 1964 

B,C,D,E,H 

Reverse Engineerin 
sks 

of the Multiple-Launch Rocket System (MLRS) Human Factors, Manpower, Personnel A,B,CS 
ahd Training in the apon System Acquisition Process, Bryden, Willram D , U S Army Research Institute for 
the Behavioral and Social Scientist, June 1964 
The Test and Evaluation Evolution (Relative to the U.S Air Force), Bryden, William D , Jr , Major, DSMC, Ft. 
Belvorr. Va.. 1964 

ASAE 

3s table 1 (chspter 2) for descnptron of problem areas 

bosfsnss Systems Management College 
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Appendix II 

Description of Weapon Systems Reviewed 

Air Force Systems 

GWM The C&CM is a tactical theater nuclear missile system designed to increase 
the North Atlantic Treaty Organization’s capability to strike targets in 
the Soviet Union. The missile is guided by an inertial navigation system 
and a system of terrain contour matching, for making guidance correc- 
tions. As of April 1986, the total program cost was estimated at about 
$38 billion. 

EFclllA Aircraft Tactical 
Jammmg’ System 

The EF-11 1A aircraft is a modified F-l 1 lA, a twin-engine, swing-wing 
fighter/bomber aircraft. The mission of the EF-1 11A is to provide sup 
port d amming for tactical aircraft operations. The delivery of the 42nd 
and final EF-1llA is expected to take place before the end of 1986, at a 
totai estimated program cost of $1.8 billion. 

‘3radley Fighting Vehicle The Bradley system includes the infantry fighting vehicle, or the M-2, 
and the cavalry fighting vehicle, or the M-3. The M-2 is designed to carry 
a nine-person infantry squad, which includes a driver, a commander, 
and a gunner. The M-2 has six firing ports, positioned along the sides 
and back of the vehicle, through which the six operators in the rear of 
the vehicle can fire their weapons. The squad can, therefore, fight from 
within the vehicle, as well as dismounted. 

The M-3, which carries five troops, serves the armored cavalry units as 
I 

a scout vehicle for purposes of reco~a+isance and security missions, 
using its firepower mainly to defeat the lightly armored vehicles ahead 
of the enemy’s main tank force. Both versions have a 26-mm. chain gun, 
which can use either kinetic energy rounds or high explohlive rounds; a 
‘lWW antitank guided missile launcher; and a coaxial machine gun. Both 
versions sre protected with ahuninum armor, which can withstand up to 
14.6~mm. caliber ammunition. The Bradley began production in 1980, 
and first deployment was in December 1983. The current estimated total 
program acquisition cost is $10.8 billion. 
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MLRS MLRS is a tracked, self-propelled launcher loader with disposable launch 
pads and fire control equipment. MLRS is intended to defeat enemy field 
artillery and air defense systems, command and control sites, logistic 
complexes, and personnel targets. MLRS began production in 1980, and 
first deployment was in April 1983. The current estimated total program 
acquisition cost is $4.3 billion. 

Navy Systems 

F/A-l 8 Aircraft The F/A-18 naval strike fighter is a twinengine, single-pilot aircraft 
designed to replace the F-4 and the A-7 and perform fighter and attack 
missions for the Navy and Marine Corps. The Navy plans to purchase 
1,377 F/A-189 at an estimated cost of $40 billion. The Navy began 
deploying the F/A-18 aboard carriers in 1986. 

*RM HARM is a guided missile system designed to help tactical aircraft pene- 
trate enemy defenses by destroying or suppressing the radar used to 
direct surface-to-air missiles and anti-aircraft guns. The joint Navy and 
Air Force HARM program will provide missiles for use on the F/A-18 and 
other Navy and Air Force planes. Navy and Air Force plans include the 
purchase of 16,189 missiles at a total estimated program cost of 86.2 
billion. 
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Ppen 

A~~mts From the Director, OT&E 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON D C 20301 1700 

OCLIATIONAL TL5T 
79 October 1986 

AND EVALUATION 

Mr. Frank C. Conahan 
Director, National Security and Internatlonal 

Affairs Division 
U.S. General Accounting Offlce 
Washington, D. C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Conahan: 

(U) This is the Department of Defense (DOD) response to 
the General Accounting Office (GAO) draft report entitled 
“Operational Test and Evaluation Can Contribute More to 
Decisionmaking, ” dated August 26, 1986, OSD Case 7115, GAO Code 
396203. 

(U) The Department agrees for the most part with the 
findings and recommendations of the draft report. The DOD 
would like to point out, however, that the period covered by 
the report predates the establishment (in 1984) of the Offlce 
of the Director, Operational Test and Evaluation (DOTGEl. 
Since that time, the DOD and the Services have lnitlated 
several efforts--for example, the establishment of the DOD Test 
and Evaluation Council (DTEC), the revision of DOD Directive 
5000.5, and the initiation of the Air Force Baseline 
Correlation Matrix process. These initiatives will 
significantly improve the DOD’S planning for, conduct of, and 
reporting on operational test and evaluation. 

(U) The enclosed comments address the findings and 
recommenations in greater detail. Several technical 
corrections have been separately provided to the GAO staff. 
The DOD appreciates the opportunity to conment on the draft 
report. 

i)irector 

b c 

Note PortIons of paragaraph were 
deleted to remove classified information. 
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE COMMENTS 
ON GAO DRAFT REPORT 

(GAO CODE NO. 596203) - OSD CASE 7115 

DATED AUGUST 26, 1986 

“OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION CAN 
CONTRIBUTE MORE TO DECISIONMAKING” 

FINDINGS 

‘IJ; EFINDING A: Historical Operational Test and Kvaluation 
6 1 Problems and Concerns. The GAO analyzed 63 reports 

‘issued since 1970 d identified numerous instances involving 
OTSE Droblems. ThtnGAO found the Droblems to include (1) 
incomplete and/or unclear OTBE planning, (2) limited or 
unavailable test resources, (3) unrealistic testing because the 
operational environment was not adequately replicated, (4) 
inadequate reporting of OTIE results, and (5) production 
approval before OT&E was completed. 
the years the DOD has implemented, 

The GAO reported that over 
or is planning to implement, 

many of the recommendations that have been made to improve 
OT6E. According to the GAO, some of the more significant 
actions are: (1) the establishment of an OT(E office within 
the Office of the Secretary of Defense in 1984, (2) the 
establishment of independent OTAE offices within the Services, 
and (3) increased emphasis by the DOD since 1980 on the 
importance of OTIE. While acknowledging these actions, the GAO 
nevertheless concluded that past recommendations need to be 
fully implemented to improve OTBE. (The GAO noted that it is 
currently evaluating the effectiveness of the DOD Office of the 
Director, OTIE, under a separate GAO review.) 
14-21, pp. 37-30/GAO Draft Report) 

(P. 2, PP. 

(U) DOD POSITION: Concur. The DOD agrees that these 
problems have existed historically. However, in addition to 
the improvements acknowledged by the GAO as inplemented and 
planned by DOD, the Services have initiated a number of efforts 
to improve operational testing (OT), and the Director, 
Operational Test and Evaluation (DOT&E) has done likewise. For 
example : (1) The Air Force is instituting a recess and 
procedure (the Baseline Correlation Matrix) R t at aligns 
requirements, specifications, and test criteria to preclude any 
disconnects in test planning and between decision makers and 
other participants. (2) The Army has put in place its 
Continuous Comprehensive Evaluation (C2E) program, requiring 
its Operational Test and Evaluation Agency (OTEA) to assess a 
system's status throughout the materiel acquisition process, 
reporting periodically on its operational effectiveness and 
suitability based on all evidence to date, not just operational 
test results. (3) The Navy has promulgated OTOE guidance 
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instructions setting forth requlrenents designed to ensure 
adequacy and improve reallsn of OTBE. Among these is Chief of 
Naval Opsrat ions (OPNAV) Instruction 3960.10 (August 19831, 
which currently is being updated and which, among other things, 
establishes requirements for initial operational test and 
evaluation (IOTIE) before low-rate initial production (LHIP) 
and coapletlon of the final phase of IOTCE as a prerequisite 
for approval of full-rate production. (4) The authority 
granted to the DOT&E in November 1983 under 10 USC 156a to 
review and approve the adequacy of OT plans is being applied to 
good sf fact. In large measure as a result of the DOT&E’s 
active participation, the new1 

K 
revised DOD Directive 5000.3, 

“Test and Evaluatlont’ (12 Marc 19861, lays particular emphasis 
on early OT involvement in the acquisition process, the 
requirement for OTIE before production decisions, long-range 
test resource planning, and realistic OT. 

(U) Concerning the matter of production approvals before 
OTgE has been completed, 10 USC 1360 requires the DOT&E to 
report to the Secretary of Defense and the Arned Services and 
Appropriations coanlttees of the House and Senate on the 
adequacy of testing and the operational effectiveness and 
suitability of weapon systems before a decision to proceed 
beyond LRIP may be approved. This authority and the office of 
the DOT66 were not in place during the erlod covered by the 
GAO report. The current GAO review of t e effectiveness of the R 
DOT66 office should provide ample evidence that the exercise of 
this authority is having a positive impact. 

~~;ntPINDING B: Impediments to Useful OT$E. The GAO 
Ifled three prlaary factors that hinder OTSE: 

-- the belief that a weapon system must go into production and 
be deployed regardless of its readiness for production; 

-. conpressed acquisition cycles that limit the tine 
available to perform OTIE before production; and 

-- the diffusion of the responsibility for correction of 
deficiencies identified during OTIE. 

(U) The GAO pointed out that the DOD acquisiton policy 
encourages concurrent development of major weapon systems 
because of the importance of shortening the acquisition cycle, 
but does not address how a shortened acquisition cycle can 
provide for planned OTgE results before production start-up. 
While recognizing the potential benefits of concurrency, the 
GAO concluded safeguards to minimize risk should be built Into 
a program. The GAO further concluded that, at the very least, 
such safeguards should include one separate phase of OT6E and 
completion of any planned OTIE before production start-up. The 
GAO also concluded that weapon systems with planned concurrency 
should allow for special attention to OTgE so performance risks 
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rosultlng from a shortened acquisition tlae do not affect the 
planned deployment date. With regard to the diffusion of 
management responsibility, the GAO found that perforaance 
shortcomings identified during OTgE are frequently not 
corroc ted before product ion and deployment. The GAO concluded 
that this could be lndlcatlve of a lack of effective planning. 
Tho GAO further concluded that without sufficient l anagoaent 
eaphasls and accountability to ensure that test resources aro 
sufficient to meet test goals and objectives, and deficiencies 
identified during OTliE are corrected boforo production and 
doployaent, OTAE results will continue to be of limltod 
usofulnors. (pp. 2-3, pp. 21-24/GAO Draft Report) 

(U) DOD POSITION: Concur. As discussed in the DOD position 
on Finding A these problems are being appropriately addressed 
under recent’inltlatlves by the Office of the Secretary of 
Defense (OSD) and the Services. 

(U) FINDING C: Test Sites During OTCE Not Fully 
Ropresentatlvo of Oporatlonal Environment. For two of the 
weapon systems examined, tho GAO found that the OTSE test sites 
were not fully representative of the operational onvlronaont. 
The GAO concluded this is one factor that limits the usefulness 
of OTIE in ostlmatlng a weapon system’s performance. The GAO 
cited the Army's Hultlplo Launch Rocket System (MLRS), which 
had a slgnlflcant R roblem with water intrusion. According to 
the GAO, because t e OTSE was conducted in a desert 
environment, as a result of the test llnltatlon this problem 
did not surface during OTOE. The second example cited by tho 
GAO involved the Navy’s F/A-18 Aircraft. According to the GAO, 
contractor support that was not fully roprosentatlve of fleet 
intermediate love1 support was used during F/A-18 OTgE, which 
precluded a full evaluation of F/A-18 avallablllty and logistic 
supportability. The GAO observed that as a result of this 
llmltatlon, tho GAO found that in-house intermediate level 
support developed for F/A-18 units has been inadequate, 
requiring the extensive use of contractor support. The GAO 
concluded that this test approach has required more spare parts 
than antlcpated and degraded mission readiness. The GAO 
generally concluded that without testing realism, OTIE cannot 
fully identify operational problems that will be oncountored 
once weapons are fielded and exposed to their actual 
operational environment. 
Report 1 

(pp. S-4, 26, and 51-53, GAO Draft 

(U) DOD POSITION: Partially concur. Although it is true that 
operational test sites often do not fully represent expected 
operational environments, the MLRS OT is not an appropriate 
example of the llnltatlons imposed on OT6E by such 
shortcomings. MLRS OT III was conducted at Fort Bliss, Texas, 
and White Sands Mlsslle Range because a live-fire operational 
test was requited and no other areas had been cleared for YLRS 
live fire. 

GAO note: An earlier draft of this report contained a dimcuemion 
of the test environl.lent for the MLRS. We have deleted 
this discussion baaed on DOD comments. 
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(U) Hoteover, the MLRS example is not entirely accurate. 
During the two ll-day field training exercises conducted during 
MLRS OT XII, there zero 11 days during which there was rain, 
ranging from a trace to 1.58 inches. The OT III tost report 
cited 18 HLRS electronic unit failures (without, houovor, 
specifying l oistute as the cause). Based on the OT III 
results, the matetlcl developer made modifications that 
corrected the problem. 

(II) With regard to the F/A-18 oxample, 

DELETED 

the test lng 
was designed to be as close as possible to fleet represontatlve 
given the funding constraints faced by the testers. It is 
iotth noting thai, today, the F/A-18 composite fleet squadron 
operational readiness rate exceeds Chief of Naval Operations 
readiness goals, and organic capability passed the ninetieth 
percentile in June 1986. 

(U) The Deputy Secretary of Defense has established the 
DOD Test and Evaluation Council (DTEC), chaired by the DOTSE, 
to address improvement of T&E resources investment and 
l anagomont . Of the two high-priority lssucs currently being 
addressed by the DTEC, ono is the development of a capability 
to do more roallstlc OTIE, to include the ability conduct OT in 
locations closely representative of operational onvironmonts. 
Results of this effort will be reported to the Deputy Secretary 
by November 1, 1986. 

(U) FINDING 0: OT&E Objectives and Criteria Not Clearly 
Defined. The GAO found that inadequate OTgE test objectives 
rndtcrla existed for two of the weapon systems examined, 
which the GAO cited as a second factor llmltlnn OTRE 
usefulness. According to the GAO, DOD policy ioqulrcs that (1) 
meaningful critical lssuos, test objectives, and evaluation 
criteria be established prior to tosting, and (2) that 
dependence on subjective judgment be nlnlmlted. The GAO found, 
however, that criteria to evaluate the operational range of the 
F/A-18 in the attack configuration was not established before 
the start of OTCE, which adversely impacted the Navy;;ea;:;lty 
to assess the aircraft’s performance capabllltles. 
also found that misundctstandlngs on the meaning of 
requirements and criteria have been common among users, . 
dovelopors and tartars of the Air Force Ground Launched Cruise 
Missile (GLCM), which has in turn caused confusion in 
interpreting test results. The GAO also noted that the Air 
Force has conducted a study to provide better linkage between 
requirements and test objectives, which resulted in development 
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Of a process to improve this linkage and onsuro a common 
understanding among users, devolopers and testors. Overall, 
tho GAO concluded that without clear objectlvos and criteria 
for evaluating mission capabllltles, weapon systems may not be 
adequately tested or assessed. 
Draft Report) 

(p. 25, pp. 27-28, p. 4?/GAO 

(U) DOD POSITION: 
in the DOD position 

Partially concur. As previously discussod 

predator the ostabl 
on Finding A, the period covered by :;;,;A0 

lshmcnt of the Office of the DOT#E. 
ihe roqulroaents of the newly revised DODD 5000.3, clear, 
objective OT issues and criteria must be included in oath Test 
and Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP), which must be reviewed and 
l pprovod by both the DOT4H and the Deputy Undor Secretary of 
Dofonso for Research and Engineering (Test and Evaluation) 
(DUSDRIE(TIE)). Horeovor, oath TEMP must bo updated annually 
and tho updates rovlowod and approved by both the DOTIE and the 
DUSDRIE(TIB). Tho OT lssuos and criteria in curront, ap roved 
TBMPS form the basis for OT test plans, which also must Ed 
approved by the DOThE before OT may commence. 

(U) With regard to the F/A-l8 example, 

DELETED 

in 1978, tho DCP changed the Strike Mission Radius 
definition to lndlcato “Deslgrr Mission Profile using 
the fleet oriented rules.” This 1978 DCP was the first time 
operational rcqulrcmcnts were used in place of technical 
thresholds. In 1982 tho Dopartmont of Defense Instruction on 
Major System Acquisition Procedures (Numbor 5000.2) for the 
first tlae specified the type of thresholds to be usod by OT(E 
to dotormlno performance--operational. Essential1 

J: 
Coanander, 

Operational Tort and Evaluation Force (COMOPTEVFOR the Navy’s 
OTA, had boon testing the F/A-18’s operational performance well 
before the DOD instruction change. Tho problem of clearly 
doflnlng the requirements for test objoctlvos and criteria has 
been rectified by DOD and Navy instructions specifying 
operational thresholds for OT6E l ctlvltlcs and as noted above. 

(U) With rogard to GLCM, many test objectives and criteria 
wore well defined. Howover, there did exist some dlfforcnces 
of opinion among pattlclpants as to the roqulred level of 
dotall and scope of testing. As was noted above in the DOD 
porltlon on Finding A, the Air Force is initiating a procedure 
and process (the Basollno Corrolatlon Matrix) which aligns 
tcqulromonts, specifications, and test criteria. It is 
oxpcctod that this new approach will alleviate confusion over 
criteria in the futuro. 
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(U) FINDING 8: OT16 Test Resources Not Avrilrble or Not Fully 
Representrtive of Threrts. According to the GAO DOD policy 
requires thrt, to the extent prrctical, Jppropri;te test 
instruaentrtion be used to provide datr, Jnd the test items be 
sufficiently reprerentrtive of production items to insure valid 
assessments. For three wsrpon systems it reviewed, however, 
the GAO found problems with the OT(E teat resources. The GAO 
cited, for exJmple, thrt P/A-18 OT6E limitrtions included the 
1Jck of clerrrnce to fly Jnd test certrin items, Jnd the 
nOnJVJilJbility of key subsystems such II rrdar wrrninp 
receivers rnd defensive electronic CoUntermeJsUres equipment. 
The GAO JISO found limitrtions during OTSE of the Air Force 
BP-111A Aircrrft caused by the limited JVJilJbility or quality 
of electronic warfrre test resources. Kven though the OT6E 
reportr concluded thJt the overrll o erJtionJ1 

R 
effectiveness 

Jnd ruitrbllity were srtirfrctory, t e GAO reported EF-111A 
users identified perforarnce limitations, that asy reduce 
mission effectiveness, Jnd testing linitrtions, which rrise 
questions Jbout the EF-111A’r jrmaing crprbilities. The GAO 
further found thJt the lrck of rdequrte OT6E resources for the 
NJVY'S High Speed Anti-RJdiJtion Missile (HARM) limited the 
evrlurtion of, the missile’r self-protect effectiveness Jnd 
perforarnce ih J dense environnent. The GAO pointed out that, 
Jlthough the OT66 report concluded HARM WJS potentially 
operationrlly effective Jnd suitrble, problems in the 
self-protect node hrve been encountered since HARM was 
deployed. The GAO concluded the lack of Jdequrte test 
resources is J third frctor that hJs limited the usefulness of 
OT68 for recent1 deployed systems. (pp. 25, 29-30 Jnd 47-51, 
GAO Drrft Report J 

(U) DOD POSITION: Partially concur. Shortfalls in test 
resources--with prrticulJr emphasis on thrert-representrtive 
simulrtors Jnd tJrgets--Jre being Jddressed Jt both the OSD and 
Service levels. For exrmple: (11 The DTEC hrs been 
estrblirhed Jnd will mrke reconmendrtions to the Deputy 
Secretrry of Defense by November 1, 1906, concerning 
ia roveaent of space system4 test Jnd OT6E test CJpJbilitieS. 
C2? At the direction of the Secretary of Defense, the DOT6E has 
crrried out J study of DOD OTIE crprbilitier, techniques, and 
manrgement and reported his ftndin s Jnd recommendations to the 
Secretrry on September 24, 1986. ‘t 3) In June 1986 the Army 
formed the Army Inrtrumentrtion Development Council to manage, 
review, Jnd prioritize test inrtrumentrtion, threat simulator, 
rnd test target development. 

(II) With respect to the EF-lllA, 

DELETED 

operational flight testing is not 
permitted Jgainst unvrlidated threats. 

GAO Note: An earlier draft of this report contained a 
discussion of the EF-111A jamming capabilities. This 
discussion was deleted because it was classified. 
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(IJ) Concerning the HARM missile exJmple, 

DELETED 

recent actual combat 
experience with the HARM system in J very dense thrert 
environment over Libyr hJs denonstrrted the OpOrSfiOnJl 
effectiveness of the system. 

(II) FINDING F: OTI E Problems Not Adequately Reported. 
Accornng to the m, DOD policy requires erch Service to 
report to decisionmakers the results of its independent 
evrlurtion Jnd issues that adversely impJCt Jccomplirhment of 
l dequete OTIE. The GAO found, however, exrmpler of inJdequJte 
reporting for five of the werpon systems reviewed. In the case 
of the MLRS, the GAO found thJt the OTEA report did not 
Jdequately describe the significJnce or imprct of the problem 
with the Jmnunition resupply trriler. The GAO ~180 found thrt 
informrtion indicrting problems with the vulnerability Jnd 
night sight effectiveness of the Army’s Brrdley Fighting 
Vehicle WJS not Jdequately reported by either OTEA or the 
Director, Defense Test Jnd Evalurtion (DDT6E). In Jddition, 
the GAO found thrt the DDTCE did not identify the operational 
effect of adverse test results on three other systems--the 
F/A-111, EF-lllA, Jnd HARM--even though instructions require a 
detailed discussion of OT6E results. The GAO concluded that 
since decisionmakers rely on OT6E results to estimate wespon 
perforasnce, increased emphrris should be plrced on ensuring 
(1) test reports contain current, complete Jnd accurate data, 
Jnd (2) potential operational imprctr of test limitrtions are 
fully disclosed. (p. 2, pp. 25-26, pp. SO-56/GAO Drrft Report) 

(U) DOD POSITION: Partially concur. As discussed in the DOD 
positIon on Fi ding A, initiatives have been undertaken that 
have Jnd will Continue to improve OT6E reporting. The advent 
of OSD-level oversight of OT6E reporting by the DOTIE, 
together with such Service initirtives as the Aray's C2E 
program mentioned above in the DOD position on Finding A, has 
effectively underscored the requirement for clerr, complete 
OTCE reporting to decision makers. 
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(U) With respect to the GAO’s contention thrt the Army 
Operrtionrl Test and Evaluation Agency (OTBA) did not 
JdaquJtely describe problems with the MLRS Jmmunition resupply 
trJiler, OTHA did identify these problems in its test report 
Jnd its independent evalurtion report on MLRS OT III. It is 
true that neither report specifically strted thrt the resupply 
trailer tipped over when crrrying J full lord of rocket pods 
Jnd trJveling Jt normal speeds. However, they did stJte that 
the trailer did not perform srtisfactorily during the test Jnd 
that it was incrprble of operJting on unimproved rolds when 
crrrying J full lord of pods. 

(U) With respect to the Brrdley Fighting Vehicle, 
vulnerJbility/bJllistic protection WJS J developmentJl test 
issue Jnd thus not under the purview of Jnd properly not 
reported by OTEA. The problem with the Brrdley’s night sight 
WI4 identified by OTEA during OT III in 1983. The problem WJS 

caused by out-of-tolerJnce input voltrger from the power 
cant rol uni t. Improved power control units were introduced on 
production aodalr Jnd successfully demonstrrted durin~i;;;:;Jl 
production tests and follow-on test and evalurtion. 
systems demonstrrte Jcceptrble night sight 8VJilJbility Jnd 
of fectiveness. 

(U) With respect to the Jssertion thrt the DDT6E did not 
identify the operrtionrl effect of adverse EF-111A test 
results, Air Force Operational Test Jnd Evolurtion Center 
(APOTECI files contain copies of DDTIE memoranda prej;fi;:t for 
the EY-111A DSARC III production decision process. 
l emorJnda identified test 1imitJtions Jnd constrrints, test 
results, and system deficiencies for the BP-111A. 

I RECOMMENDATIONS 

(U) RECOMMENDATION 1: The GAO recommended that the Secretary 
of Defense enforce the requirement that operJtiona1 test in be 
done in as operationrlly rerlirtic an environment JS posri % le. 
(p.4, p. 36/GAO Drrft Report) 

(U) DOD POSITION. Concur. As discussed in the DOD positions 
on Findings A Jnd’C, the DOThE, working with the Services Jnd 
the DUSDR(E(T)E), is pursuing J number of initirtives to 
improve OT, with particular emphasis on enhanced realism. 

(U) RECOMMENDATION 2: The GAO recommended that the Secretary 
of Defense enforce the requirement that operational testing not 
be performed unless there are clearly stated test objectives 
Jnd criteria. (p. 36/GAO Draft Report) 

;“,;fe;o,p POSITION: Concur. The DOTIE, under the Juthority 
d upon him by 10 USC 136a, is currently doing this. 

For exJmple, the recently revised (MJrch 1986) DODD 5000.3 and 
the new TWP Guidelines Manual (DODD 5000.5-M-l), which will be 
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published during the first quarter of FY 1987, set forth 
specific rnd detailed requireaents for clerrly rnd completely 
stated test objectives rnd criteria. 

$‘DeR,E~XkiENDATION 3: The GAO recormended thrt the Secretrry 
improve the usefulness of OT6E by the Services’ OTIE 

rgencies by requiring the agencies to: (1) state whether OT6E 
demonstrated thrt the syrtea met operational requirements, (2) 
discuss the operation81 effect of rignificrnt test limitrtions 
rnd rdverse test results on system performance, rnd (31 
recommend whether J system is rerdy for production. 
Draft Report) 

(p. S6/GAO 

(VI DOD POSITION: Portirlly concur. Both Service Jnd DOTIE 
findings rnd recommendrtions on l rjor rcquirition progrJm8 ore 
currently being provided to either or both the Joint Resources 
and Manrgement BOJrd (JRMB) rnd the cognirrnt Service Systems 
Acquisition Review Council, 8s appropriate. (The Office of the 
DOTLE was established in Jonurry 1964.1 

(U) With regard to part (3) of the recommendrtion, thrt 
the Secretary of Defense require OT6E rgencies to recommend 
whether systems are ready for production, while these agencies 
should not be precluded from l Jking such recommendations should 
they deem it rppropriate, requiring them to do so would be 
outside the scope of their charters rnd could compromise their 
independency by molting them subject to intern81 pressures. 
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